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THE FIGHT FOR UKRAINIAN
SCHOOLS
"The worm t u r n s " well describes the recent actions of -the
Ukrainian youth of Western Ukraine in form of active opposition towards Poland's denationalizing school system.
The Ukrainian students: and
their parents seeing that the end:
less protests made by them concerning Poland's refusal to allow
the Ukrainian children learn their
mother tongue had not the
slightest effect, decided to finally
use more effective measures.
News from Europe informs us
that the Ukrainian students have
started to use "strong arm" methods in their efforts to obtain what
is rightfully theirs: the right to
pursue their studies in the •Ukrainian tongue. Acts of force such
as attacks upon Polish teachers,
" destruction of Polish school equipment, the tearing down of portraits of Pilsudsky and other Polish oppressors of the Ukrainian
people, together with mass protest demonstrations against the
enforced Polish schools on Ukrainian territories — are some of
the methods employed.

CONCERT IN HONOR OF
UKRAINIAN HEROES
A concert in the honor of those
young Ukrainian heroes, who
gave their lives during recent
times in Ukraine, in their efforts
to help free the Ukrainian people,
was held last- Sunday evening,
October 22nd, • in the Ukrainian
National Home in New York City.
Taking part in the program-was
the "Bandurist" chorus of "STew
York City under the direction of
Prof. Palazy, both mixed and
male voices; Prof. M. Hay voronsky's string orchestra composed entirely of young boys.and
girls; Maria Hrebenetzka and 'Mr.
Pavlovsky as soloists; and Miss E.
Kuziwr our young talented violinist.
The oration concerning these
Ukrainian heroes was delivered by
Theodore Swystun.
WORLD APPEAL FOR
STARVING UKRAINE
A committee representing four
churches and nine nationalities
recently met in the Archbishop's
palace in Vienna, and resolved to
broadcast an appeal throughout
the world to aid the starving people in Ukraine. Special emphasis
will be laid upon the fact that while
millions are starving in Ukraine
the world has more grain that it
can use.
This is the second appeal originating from Vienna, the first-being
that of Cardinal Innitzer.
PROTEST PARADE
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As a protest against the ; Bolsheviks for their deliberate starving and persecution of Ukraine,
the Ukrainians of New York City
and neighboring cities and localities will stage in the very near
future a huge mass parade on the
streets of New York. This was the
tenor of the resolution adopted at
a-mass meeting in New York City
on October 15th.

WHO'S WHO IN THE "U. W."
Our "Ukrainian Weekly" is a youth's publication: designed
expressely for its use and benefit.
I t is the forum w h e r e the
young people can meet, exchange their ideas and plans, and arrive
at some conclusions regarding the means of improving the American-Ukrainian life and the gaining of American sympathies
towards Ukraine's aspirations for freedom.
The question has been b r o u g h t u p — w h o ift this youth that
we are talking about?
Exactly who has the right to the benefits
of this "weekly" and the right to bo heard in it?
As the situation now stands, the American-Ukrainian youth
is in the state of (lux, of formation.
It is still, a homogeneous
niftssof varying.ages and viewpoints, without any particularly outstanding elements.
Tlnlre are those••' who; still > attend School,
whether it be primary, high, or colleges; and there a r e others
who have completed their schooling or apprenticeships and are
now-embarking upon their life careers.
Are we going to d r a w a line of s h a r p distinction between these
two classes,' and say that-'bnly 1 the former have the right to the
benefits of this "weekly", and the right to contribute* in; it, and
not the latter?
Obviously^-no!
For both classes belong ;to the
younger generation, born-and. raised here in America, and both
are equally entitled to its benefits; - I t ' is the s p i r i t - t h a t ' d i s t i n - .
guishes the youth, and not? t h e n u m b e r of years.
t :Furthermore, in o r d e r that o u r youth progress a n d improve
"properly it must have at least a rudimentary knowledge-of Ukrainian Kfe i n all of its varied phases, both in the old1 country, and
in America.
Sad as it is to relate, even most of our more active
youthful elements lack this knowledge.
And-"since there is b u t
a f e w from our younger generation who can correct t h i s in an
efficient hianner, our youth should therefore welcome thei overtures of those of the'older generation, of th'^r parents! who seek
in a wise and friendly fashion to ai<J ttoSm-iti obtaining ihis
knowledge.
...
'• -.. - \ ~ ' '
And w e must not forget t h a t in o r d e r - t o achieve this end
the older folks--through: the medium of the Ukrainian 1 .National
Association have undertaken the cost and labor- of publishing
this "Ukrainian Weekly." and they have done sain''flie' firm'belief
that with the passage of time our youth will reacli t h a t - s t a g e
where- it will' be able to take over this task itself.
Arid; that is why. in view of all of these circumstances, we
have assisting in the issuance of this publication not Only youthful
elements, but those of the older generation as well, who are sincere
friends of the -youth.' understand it and its. problems, *and Who do
not desire to influence the youth to their way of thinking, but
merely desire to help it understand better the Ukrainian icause,
the Ukrainian heroic, figures, and those Ukrainian '/writers and
thinkers of the old generation such as Shevchenkoy Frariko, or
Lesa Ukrainka, whose works and ideas shall- eternally * remain
youthful.
'

"U. W." NEEDS COOPERATION
W e arecvery grateful for both the favorable and critical com^
ments of our readers concerning! the editing of the "Ukrainian
W e e k l y - ; and w e wish to assure those who see defects in-.this
publication that we see them also.
Only the one who knows the
difficulties which have and still face us in the task of editing this
organ, can understand the presence of these faults.
We shall strive to remedy the defects- and make the neces--sary improvements, both as to the subject matter as well as-to the
form of presentation; and, we are certain that in this task we
shall have the support and aid of our readers who, realizing t h a t
the "weekly" is theirs entirely, will not be content merely With
reading it, but will make contributions to its' columns concerning
all of the varied phases of young American-Ukrainian life; whether
it be club activities, exhibitions, concerts, theatricals; sports; and
the like.
Only in this manner will our "weekly" become a living
organism and a true reflection of the life of our young AmericanUkrainians.

OUR CARTOONIST
The "U. W." has gained a staunch friend in the person of John
Rosolowicz who wishes to contribute to its columns by 'sending in
cartoons, free of charge, for which kindness we extend our most
sincere thanks.
Mr. John Rosolowicz, 22 years of age, is a son of well known
Ukrainian family in Philadelphia, Pa. His father M. Rosolowicz
was for a long time one of the comptrolers of the U. N. A., and
one of the founders of its first branch in Philadelphia. John's
sister, Mrs. N. Dubas, is a piano instructor, and well known for her
appearances on the Ukrainian concert stage.
John, after completing high school studied in the Academy of
Fine Arts, and then turned to cartooning as his specialty. He has
contributed cartoons to the "Saturday Evening Post", "The Country
Gentlemen", "Literary Digest", and other publications. At. the
present time he* is connected with the Art Department of the Philadelphia "Public Ledger". '"'
~

UKRAINIANS Q U I T ' K I E V
ACADEMY
Recently the Soviets issued a
statement'from Kiev t h a r t h e ^AllUkrainian Academy of' Sciences in
Kiev—which is entirely i n - ' t h e
hands of Moscow a t ' t h e present
time—has expelled five o f its Ukrainian members, namely, Woznak,: Kolessa; Studynsky, \ and
Schurat, who a r e Ukrainian-university professors and writers from
Western Ukraine; whewii a s a
matter of fact; these members) - re*
signed quite' some time ago-'as a
protest against the "russifieation"
of the Acadeftiy, and''because of
the Bolshevik'-terrorism in Ukraine. These same reasons > have
been the cause of the Academy
losing practically all of its" Ukrainian members.- The < statement
issued by the Soviets is merely an
expedient to "save their face*'.
At the beginning'of the Bolshevik dictatorship over Ukraine;*.the,
Academy was permitted sotaO Ukrainian ; elements because t r the
Soviets t h o u g h t ' t h a t in this manner they would' be able 1 to obtain
a hold Upon Ukrainian' culture'and
use - i t ' for their • endsv •• But-' 'they
were -sadly1 disappointed, fob/'the
'Ukrainian intelligentsia m^de<-use
of this "Ukrainiazation" policy in
all branches of life for Ukrainian
purposes-, deepening 1 ' the national
culture and winning the ideological fight against Communism' by
their strbng resistance' to' Moscow's ""russifieation" and communistic poHcies1.
PAN-SLAVIC-LEAGUE ' I N >PA
A representative to the Pennsylvania legislature John E. Malyna, • who is of Ukrainian descent, has started a movement designed to unite the* various Slavic
nationalities in America, including
the Ukrainians, into one political
unit. His first task however, will
be to unite the Slavs in Pennsylvania, where although they.number, close to two millions, y e t do
ndt have the political rights commensurate with • their • sise-.- - •

•

ITALIAN PUBLICATIONS CONCERNING UKRAINE
The Ukrainian cause is steadilly
gaining increasing attention among
the various European countries,
including Italy.
In the latter country there 1 have
appeared within recent'times 1 -'the
following publications in the Italian language concerning- the'"Ukrainian problem and aspirations
for freedom: "Europe 1 and--the
Ukrainian Problem" by E. -Onat»sky; "Taras' Shevchenko, Bard of
Ukraine" by L*.: Mainard,- "Hetman
Mazeppa" by FV Taddia; and'''Ukraine and the Catholid Chtf t<ch"
by E. Tnsabata.'
CHICAGO YOUTH ORGANIZES
At a • recent meeting | | of the
Ukrainian youth of Chicago, HI.,
the Ukrainian Youth's Congress
Committee wound up i t s ' affairs
and dissolved. In its place a new
committee, representing. seven Ipcal- groups, was elected.
The new committee is arranging
to give a Grand Ball on Nov*
ember 18th.
.'. '•'
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THE UKRAINIAN W H O INTRODUCED MODERN PAINTING INTO RUSSIA
<The historians of modern painting in Russia always s t a r t it with
a Ukrainian master.
Russia began to feel the need
o f new painting soon after her
first successes in her imperialistic
advances towards her neighbors,
Ukraine, Siberia, Latvia, Esthonia,
White Russia.
Growing conscious of her successes she called
upon artists to glorify her successes in portraits and historical
pictures. The old art, • Byzantine
in character, was good to serve
religious interests, but proved inadequate to' express the feeling of
national self-consciousness.
To
carry out the p r o g r a m . of selfadvertising for the new imperialistic class foreign artists were
imported into Russia from Germany, Poland, and especially Italy.
Native" Russian'painters were slow
t o appear. It seemed as if the
race, so" engrossed in militaristic
pursuits, felt unable to aspire to
anything in the field of artistic
endeavor. . I t was at this moment
t h a t an artist arose, born in Ukraine, then not completsly subjugated by the tsars, to break
t h a t sense of inferiority and to
show the Russians the way to
independent artistic creativeness.
Ukrainian was Dmytro
v This
Levytsky.
He was a native of Kiev, the
capital of Ukraine. His father
was a priest by vpcation, and an>
etcher by avocation, being connected w i t h - l h e Kiev monastery, '
Kievska Lavra, famous for its
printing establishments, the etchers of which were organized into
an active guild. These etchers
worked also for the famous Kiev
Academy, another Ukrainian cultural center of those days, t h e
like of which Russia proper was
still lacking. The artistic level
of the artists was high, much
higher than the general esthetic
level of the local merchants, occupied with the struggle against
the ascendency of nobility, and of
the cossack officers, who were
despairing of the success of their
struggles for independence, were
applying their efforts to change
themselves into Russian aristo• cracy. These movements created
that stifling atmosphere which
drove some of the finest Ukrainian
artists away from their native
country.
Dmytro Levytsky was born
about 1735. He soon learnt everything he could from his father
and from the foreign artists decorating the local churches. In
the stormy sixties of the 18th

century, when the Russian government inaugurated another aggressive ' policy of repression towards Ukraine, Dmytro Levytsky
emigrated ^to St. Petersburg, the
Russian capital, whereto he was
drawn by the fame of the many
foreign ^artists working there, and
where Jthe -Russian government
was spending the tributes of subjugated provinces in purchasing
works of a r t s with the feverishness of parvenues. Here he studied with Lagrene and Giuseppe
Valeriani, but he w a s not deeply
stirred by t h e influences of these
superficial artists. He was destined
to be oipii of those pupils who
soon surpass their masters.
He ..soon joined the Russian
Academy, which had been organized only a short time before,
but did not follow the rules of
Academic painting. His proficiency as a painter was so great,
that in spite of this breach of
rules, he was made, for his por-

"Levytsky," says Nicholas Voltrait of A. Korokinoy; a regular
member of the Academy. He fur- kov in his article on Russian porther attested his scorn for the trait painters of the age of Cathecurrent fashion by.devoting him- rine the Great ("The Connoisseur",
self exclusively to the a r t of por- - January, 1929), "was undoubtedly
portrait
trait painting, which was then the greatest Russian
considered a lower branch of art, : painter of the eighteenth cenand the adepts of which could tury".
not be raised to the dignity of
Another Russian a r t critic, M.
professors.
Alexandre Benois writes in his
In his very first works, Levyt- "Russianv School of -Painting",
"Levytsky. painted a great many
sky proved himself possessed of
a fully developed talent with of the prominent leaders of the
brilliant reign of Catherine, and
tasks highly set and far advanced
technique. In his portraits he he depicted them with perfectly
tried to solve a series of problems convincing vividness. He succeedof perspective. He paid special at- ed like no one else in Russia, in
tention to the rendering of light. expressing the characteristic tone
and glow, the whole outward
In some portraits, as in that of
'manner of living' of the BEAUKorokinov, he strove for monumentality of appearance. In the MONDE of his time, and at the
series of his portraits of "Smo- same time created a series of superb
lankys", the girl-pupils of the specimens of painting, hardly inSmojny Institute, he betrayed a.•«. ferior in their technical perfection
rare power of observation.
In|f ; Up the best works of Western
some portraits there i s . a breeze^ 'schools. One easily identifies Leof romanticism.
'." vytsky's work in a mass of other
paintings by the totally peculiar
"keenness' of the eyes of the persons presented, by their wholly
distinct, slightly mocking smile,
'and, finally, by the celebrated
mastery with which silks, laces,
- and jewels are painted."

A. Kokorinov, Director and Builder of the Academy of Arts,
St. Petersburg.
By Dmytro Levytsky.

His life went on uneventfully,
except that in 1776, he was the
• councilor of the Academy, and
-"-traveled to Ukraine. In his later
years his eyesight grew weak, and
his portraits suffered in consequence. Hampered in his analysis of his sitters, he started to
compensate for this drawback by
emphasizing the accidental and
unessential. Hence these later
portraits of his have less inward
power, and more outward show.
The old intimateness steps aside,
to leave room for a certain officialness.
The characters strain
at affecting ceremonial poses with
broad luxurious gestures.
The
superficial court life of Moscow
and St. Petersburg was corroding
the solid and substantial qualities
of the great artist.
Levytsky died at the age of
87, on April 4,-1822. He left behind a whole group of pupils, as
along with his artistic activities
he had developed his teaching
activities. Many of those pupils
became eternal ornaments to the
history of Russian art, but none
of them surpassed the accomplishments of another great Ukrainian
portrait painter, Vladymyr Borovykovsky, who shares wi-n Levytsky tne glory of starting the
modern painting in Russia.
(er)

Stephen Shumeyko.

PROGRESS OF UKRAINIANS IN AMERICA
4. A Period of Transition.
Today, we are witnessing a period of transition, of change, in
the American-Ukrainian life.
On the one hand, we are witnessing the beginning of the readjustment in the class status and
class consciousness of the Ukrainian immigration in America.
From being a practically a pure
laboring class, the Ukrainian immigration under the influence of
favorable local circumstances, is
beginning to remodel itself to a
more natural and balanced social
order: an order based upon the
proportionate
presence of
all
classes which go into the make-up
of a modern nationality: the
laboring, the artisan, the business,
and lastly the cultural or professional classes.
Gradually, the Ukrainian people in America are beginning to
assume those positions which befit an inherently cultured and

talented people such as theirs.
On the other hand, we see another change in the AmericanUkrainian life. The older generation of American-Ukrainians is
beginning to pass the peak of
its life and creative powers. Coming to these shores friendless,
penniless, lacking a knowledge of
the English language and customs, it has managed" despite these
deficiencies and the partisan wars

which raged in it at times, to
improve itself, to send its children to schools, to help its brothers and sisters across the seas,
to build up great institutions, to
contribute to the American life
and culture, and finally earn for
itself and its posterity tne recognition and the respect of the
American people. These achievements
become truly
amazing
when we consider that they were

PLEASE DON'T SING...
By LESIA UKRAINKA.
(Melody by D. Sichinsky)
Please don't sing to me this song, I beg you,
Don't perturb my heart so painfully;
In my heart my sorrow sleeps so lightly
Why do wake it with this melody.
You don't know right now of what I'm thinking
When I'm sitting, pallid and alone,
For it's then that down deep in my bosom
This sad song is weeping all unknown.
Translated by WALDIMIR SEMENYNA.

performed in such a brief period
of time and in the face of seemingly insurmountable obstacles.
In the place of the older generation there is arising a new
generation of American-Ukrainians — the children of the older
generation, born and bred here in
America.
This youth although
loyal Americans to the core, cannot forget how for centuries its
Ukrainian forefathers fought and
sacrificed their lives and fortunes
in the cause of an ideal which is
common to all peoples — freedom.
It cannot forget that one of the
greatest Americans of all times—
Woodrow Wilson — himself declared that each nation is entitled
to self-rule and self-determination. And it is therefore determined not to rest a moment until
it helps make possible the fulfillment of that centuries-old dream
— the creation of an independent
state of Ukraine.
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B O I N G MY PA R T
Every night, when I have done
all my work and have eaten supp e r , ' ! go to my friend's home and
play cards or listen to the radio.
If it is a warm night we take in
a" show together or go to a public
park and discuss what is going
on in this world. In one of our
discussions I happened to hit upon
the subject of Ukraine. I told
him of the things that were happening in Ukraine — of what the
Poles and Russians were doing to
depopulate the country. He, being of Polish descent, seemed to
resent what I said concerning Poland's part in the matter.
"I haven't read about these
things in the papers," he said, and
added: "You probably read some
Ukrainian paper that specializes in
manufacturing lies so that it can
better its purpose. You shouldn't
believe all you read."
"I can't undertand why you
haven't read about the Ukrainians
in the American newspaper," I
replied, undaunted. "Papers like
the "New York Times," "The
Manchester Guardian," etc., etc.,
write lengthy articles concerning
Ukrainian's plight. These articles
are re-printed in a Ukrainian
newspaper right here in this city.
They aren't lies but facts. Reporters from these American papers were sent to Ukraine •— and
of course, 'seeing is believeing' ".
"Why are Poland and Russia
treating the Ukrainans in such
fashion?" he further asked, and
from this I knew I was in for a
long and wordy argument. "There
must be a reason for it," he added.
"A very excellent reason," I
replied. "Undoubtedly you have
heard that the soil in Ukraine is
the best in the world for agricultural purposes; Russia and Poland are simply trying to take
this land for themselves. They,
of course, already have the land,
but not in the real sense of the
word. The Ukrainian people stay
in their way. They want
full
control of the land so they are
taking it by force. Russia hit
upon an ingenious idea: they intend to 'starve out' the Ukrainians. So, when the crop in Ukraine was already to cut, they
posted soldiers around it and any
one that complained against them
was immediately sent to the Solovetsky Islands. Of course with
no food to feed themselves with

the Ukrainians began the starve
hi the real sense of the word and
numbers that are unimaginable
have suffered a horrible death."
^'Ukraine is ^under Russia and
Poland^ is it n o t ? " he interrogated; and when I replied that it
was-.he said: "Then the Ukrainians must obey the laws of
their superiors. If Russia says
'Don't touch the crops,' then the
crops should not be touched. Poland may say 'Teach the Polish
language in your schools' to the
teachers and it would have to be
done. A law is a law everywhere".
"Granted," I replied, "but surely the laws do not have to be
so selfish as to take everything
and leave nothing. 'Law' means
'justice' — and what Poland and
Russia are doing is not justifiable."
He was hard to convince. We
went deep into historical and
geographical facts: into the lives
of great Ukrainian and Polish
men; into the World War; into
the lives of the Ukrainian Cossacks;—we didn't overlook anything.
\
Finally I remembered that I had
a copy of the "Ukrainian Weekly"
with me; I gave it to him with
remarks, "Read this; you'll learn
more."
He started reading it, commented upon certain articles and finally 3aid: "Certainly it is an interesting paper. Too bad the Polish papers haven't got an English section so that the young
generation can read what is happening in Europe."
"I'll get you a copy of the 'Ukrainian Weekly' every week," I
said. "That is, if you really want
it," I added.
"I certainly do!" he replied.
"And thanks a lot for letting me
have a copy. After I read it I'll
pass it to others, so that everybody can read it,"
And that is how I induced a
youth of Polish descent to read
the "Ukrainian Weekly." Are the
Ukrainian getting popular! Like
one of the readers of the "Ukrainian Weekly" stated, "The 'U. W.'
Ls a necessity!" Get more different nationalities to read it!
Have a wider circulation! Quoting Mary Ann Bodnar (and the
N. R. A . ) "Do Your P a r t ! "
Theodore Lutwiniak,
Jersey City, N. J.

STEPPING OUT
ONE-ACT COMEDY.
By S. Wasylchenko.
~. •.
Translated by Waldimir
Semenyna.
Wa&ylyna
(yawning).
You know wiiat,
father? Thai's enough about the schools
and churches! The teachers and boys
and girls and everybody wants to dance
while they are young. W h a t about the
young well-to-do? When they gather on
(he riverbank don't they sing and play,
even more than do ours on the street?
Savka.
Because they have nothing else
to do, they grow foolish. I To his wife).
I see von have as much brains as your
daughter!
Wa&ylyna (smiling).
But it's true...
Savka'. Wei!, enough, better keep still. (To
Olrna).
And you, Olena, had better go
in right away., and say your prayers and
go to sleep. Thai will be much better.
Olena {going in).
To-morrow night I shall
go out without eating or drinking all day.
Wasylyna.
Well, we'll manage to get along,
somehow.
Savka 'after a pause).
What I don't understand is: works and burns in the sun
... a!' day. hardly drags its feet home, and
yet as soon as it hears a hum on the
street it seems to revive as if it had not
worked or walked at all; it becomes

DISCARD PERSONAL ANIMOSITY
When a man says that he will
the Presidential nomination, it
get even with so and so who did
meant nothing to Lincoln as long
him an injustice, he really is sayas Chase kept the confidence, of
ing that he is a little' man., For
the country and did his work
great men never want revenge.
well. When McClellan snubbed:
History and biography reveal to
Lincoln, his associates urged him
us that eminent m e n ^ b i g men—
to discharge the former, he rehave almost. always refused to
plied, "I will hold McClellan's
poison their spirits with adverhorse if only he will bring us
sity and vindictivesso g Jr? victories". There is much sagacity in this simple philosophy.
Napoleon Bonaparte, commonly
called Napoleon the Great, had
Disraeli possessed the same calm
by no means a clean slate. He
superiority to personal resentment.
was not an ideal character but he
In 1868, when he was in power,
possessed a superb indifference to
he granted a pension to his politpersonal animosity. This can be
ical enemy's children. For John
clearly seen in an incident when
Leech had mercilessly attacked
some one questioned .his judgehim for thirty years.
Moreover,
ment in appointing one of his crialthough Thomas Carlyle had
tics to an important office. Napocharacterized him in one of his
leon immediately replied that the
essays as an absurd monkey
critic's opinion of him didn't condancing on the chest of England,
cern him the least as long as the
Disraeli's first move in 1874 was
critic had ability to do the work.
to offer the highest distinction
Another notable historical fiwithin his power -to this world
gure with whom every one is
wide known literary figure.
familiar also refused to soil his
So you see my dear friends that
spirit with thoughts of hate and
big men never nurse personal inrevenge. He is the famed Abrajuries. Neither, do they grasp
ham Lincoln—our greatest statesevery opportunity to denounce or
man. The nation was amazed when
criticize so and so because of
he put his foremost political adtheir personal animosity. Men
versaries into the Cabinet. He
who do nurse their injuries and
made Seward Secretary of State
resentments never achieve great
well knowing that the latter be- . things. Their minds are on venlieve"d himself to be a much abler
geance. They are little and will
man. As Secretary of War he
remain little if they harbor resentchose Stanton who because of his
ments etc. Big men, on the other
jealousy for Lincoln had sneerhand, are far too busy to bother
ingly pictured him as a clown,
with such trifles.
gorilla and clunfey ox. Although
MARY KUSY, .
Chase,-his Secretary of Treasury,
47 Sussex Street
used his Cabinet influence to proJersey City, N. J. •
mote his own opportunities for

"Get up young Ukrainians! Help your parents break that
gloomy rock of indifference, behind which there is sunshine,
happiness, and the road to an independent Ukraine!

somehow full- of laughter, singing and
all kind of foolery. It would not be so
bad it after a little fooling in the evening
it went to sleep, but no—as soon as it
gets a little late they start romancing.
Facing the moon, they will stand ami in
arm like a group of burnt stumps after a
fire, and gaze at the stars, all night.
Instead of sleeping and regaining its
strength, it only dries up and pales till
the eyes hardly glitter.
Wasylyna.
You see, your own is gone and
forgotten. I think that, the time having
come, she might as well dance while she
is able to. We all danced and romanced,
once. That's all the holidays and luxuries
one k n o w s : what one experiences in
youth.
Savka. But she is only a child. Just look at
her; her arms are like twigs and she herself is like a fiddle; the night parading
will o n l y ruin her. The evening gatherings will lead to midnight hugging*
morning farewells and the loss of" her
head. N»! belter keen her home another
ve-M- n<>r iii"» will come and the plays
and dances will not run away.
Wasylyna.
But beware of worse results, of
dejection. A girl is like beer: when once
it starts to foam do not try to stop it.
and the foaming will get over sooner.
Savka.
Let her grow u p ; enough time for
foaming and playing as long as our health
is with us. On the other hand if she is to

go out among other people's children she
ought to be dressed up and decorated a
little so that she may not be laughed at.
Now she walks around practically in whal
Cod had sent her. therefore she need a
new dress, a shawl, and a bodice—such is
the fashion now among the young ones;
whether rich of poor, all dress the same.
Wasylyna.
Well, what is necessary is necessary. Might as well buy a hope chest
for her. that she may store up things
little by little.
Savka. Il can't be avoided. You might -that
is—no harm in letting it go out in the
evenings, but very gradually and carefully: do not give it too much*freedom
and thus lose control over it. You know
how our fathers used to say: "Pity your
children but do not let them know it."
Wasylyna.
Children know who pities them
CRk'ithmU being told, and if you teach them
i o w to take care of themselves, then later
thev will not complain against you.'
Savka. That's true. But I think that you had
better watch over her and see that in this
new excitement she does not run into
trouble.
Wasylyna
Nonsense!
Savka. She is walking around without reason
or self control.
Wasylyna.
„She is quiet.
Savka.
Yes, hut still waters run deep. *>
(To be continued).
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L E T T E R S - T a THE E D I T O R
CRITICISM.
Gentlemen:
I am taking advantage of the
opportunity offered by the various
writers of the new "UkrainianWeekly" inviting young Ukrainians to express their feelings
regarding this project.
With much regret I must say
t h a t I am keenly
disappointed
with both issues. Therefore, with
the greatest liberty and frankness,
I have taken it upon myself to
make some comments and suggestions. I realize t h a t ' in doing
this, I may draw the severest
criticism from all sides, but let me
assure you t h a t my purpose is one
of constructive criticism and given
in all sincerity. I do not to tear
down ruthlessly an undertaking
Which may prove successful.
• However, getting back to the
point, let us proceed to analyze
t h e last issue of the "UkrainianWeekly". First as to the subject
matter, second as to the present
policy of the- paper, and last as to
format or "make-up" of the
paper.'
Approaching the question- of
subjeet matter, — what do we
find?
The-usual press reports on Ukrainians which are lifted . bodily
from American or other newspapers. Without fear of dissent, I
may say that this is hardly original. Yes, I'll' admit they are of
some interest but why not confine
. them" to the pages of the "Svoboda" where they appeared form* erly: Plainly speaking, it's -simply
a re-hash of the old, old stuff.
Furthermore, why include the play
"Stepping Out" ? A play is not
meant to be read and only makes
"dry" "reading. A better substitute
would have been . a story taken
from one of the old Ukrainian
writers.
As we look we cannot help but
notice the articles- by fairly well
known Ukrainian men. Here, Sirs,
lies your greatest menace. With
all due-respect to these gentlemen and in no way trying to belittle their efforts, I wish to point
out that they have dominated the
two issues of the "UkrainianWeekly". I was under the impression that this was to .be the
mouthpiece of the
Ukrainian
youth. Where- is your youthful
element? I'll tell you! On the last
page. Two articles, one by Miss
BaTko and other "The Sports
Whirl". Remember the story about
t h e father who bought his small
son an electric train for Christmas? Well, as you know, when
Christmas came father opened the
package. Sonny might drop it.
Father assembled the track. Sonny might break it. Father turned
the switch. Sonny might get hurt.
A month later. Father is still running the train. Sonny will have to
grow up first.
There in a nutshell you have
the attitude taken by- our elders,
which unfortunately has crept into the "Ukrainian-Weekly". Why
constantly doubt the ability of the
younger element? Can't anything
be done without this constant
check and supervision? What good
is a paper, intended expressly for
us, that does not make known our
ideas and our feelings?
It seems unnecessary to add
t h a t the continuance of such a
policy will result in only one
thing — the complete failure of
the "Ukrainian-Weekly" in a very
short space of time.
As far as the technical side is
concerned, the major fault of the
paper lies in the fact.that it lacks
human interest. Why not make
use of different columns? For
example, one on book reviews,
another on Ukrainian current
events, still another for the young
ladies, a club report column, et
cetera. As the paper ; stands
it lacks that personal element
which is absolutely necessary.
I wish to thank you in advance,
for your courtesy and kind attention.
Respectfully yours,
William Martinez.

(Editor:- Many of our news jtems
are based upon what many of-our;
kind '• readers send in. But until we
shall be able to have a staff of reporters covering the country, we
shall have continue to depend
upon the facilities offered by the
"Svobbda", and upon news -items
s e n t in by readers. Also, by referJPiLjfco.: the "Svoboda" we may be
able to influence our youth to
reading Ukrainian newspapers. And
as for the charge of "rehash" —
the same may be levelled against
the "Literary Digest", "Time", to
mention only a few, and also
against all newspapers which subscribe to the Associated Press,
Universal Press, etc.
The play "Stepping Out" was
included for presentation purposes
by our young dramatic clubs, and
not for reading purposes. This was
enunciated in the first issue. As
for the story — it is in preparation.
Mr. Martinez declares that there
is practically no youthful element
in the "Ukrainian Weekly", as
evidenced by the contributions to
its columns. It was indeed quite a
shock' to us to discover that-' we
are no longer young;; and that we
have been relegated to the aged.
My, my;—how the years flit by!
Mr. Martinez suggests as remedies that we have book reviews,
Ukrainian current events, club reports, etc. A close perusal of the
pages of our "weekly" will disclose the fact that wfe have all of
these items.'
And ia- conclusion, we realize
that' the'"Ukrainian Weekly" has
many faults and needs many improvements. We shall endeavor to
remedy a l l - of this. We have a
difficult task before us in catching the interest of our AmericanUkrainian youth, which ranges
from those in the early primary
grades, to those who have completed ^colleges, and are now embarking . upon their life professions. Only by experimenting,
which needs a little time, will we
be able to please most of the
youth.
We appreciate Mr. Martinez'
criticisms, which we believe were
given in good faith, and call upon
him to help make our "weekly" a
success by contributing to its
columns- those elements which it
may lack.).
WANTS UKRAINIAN MILITARY
ACADEMY.
The Ukrainian Weekly.
To Dr. G. W. Galan:
Oct. 14, 1933.
I believe' that you have given
us a marvelous idea, by making
the statement that we should
have such an institution as the
Ukrainian Military Training Academy. In this respect, we would be
taking a forward step in organizing the Ukrainian forces in the
United States of America. I believe that-every Ukrainian in this
country, whO' is proud of his na-'
tive land, is waiting for such an
institution, as the Ukrainian Military Academy, to be organized.
This is a major step in showing
the other nations in this world
that there will be, and there is,
in the hearts of the true Ukrainians,, such a thing as the Ukrainian Republic. Therefore, our Ukrainian youths should not discredit a step such as^this ; but
should take it seriously and help
to build this great Ukrainian
Academy, which should rank among the finest in the world. I
also believe that each and every
'Ukrainian who is mentally and
•physically fit, should be proud to
join such an organization, and
show our fathers that we can and
will restore the Ukrainian Flag to
our Ukraine. The time has come
when words, are meaningless and
action is necessary. You may depend on me to offer my services
if they are needed and accepted.
Yours for the restoration
of the Ukraine,
CONSTANTIN ARNOLD,
(Engineer),
340 Roebling St.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
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UKRAINIAN ACTIVITIES
IN AMERICA
Anniversary Banquet.
The Ukrainian Cooperative Club
of Baltimore, Md., celebrated the
first anniversary of the founding
of the club, with a banquet at the
Ukrainian National Home on October 5, 1933. The banquet was
opened by Miss Mary Semenkiw,
who gave a patriotic reeitation in
Ukrainian.
: •
The principal speeeh of the
evening was Mr. Vasil Zacharkiw
of Wilmington, Del., who gave an
interesting account of the tragic
conditions in Ukraine during the
time of his residence there, and
of the present sufferings.
The
next speaker w a s Mr.i A. Peltz, a
guest from the Ukrainian American Citizens Club of this, city,
who gave a short talk on the history of Ukraine. At the conclusion of these speeches, our President, Mr. J. Marmash, and . our
Vice-president, Mils Margaret D.
Semenkiw, each" gave a talk concerning the betterment of Lour
club during, the coming "year."
Entertainment and music was
offered for the remaining part of
the evening program by some of
the talented members of the club.
We are looking with impatience to
our second anniversary.
WALTER MARMASH.

THE SPORT WHIRL
GIRLS* BASKETBALL TEAM.
The girls' basketball feam of '
the St. Nicholas Ukrainian Club
of Passaic have started practicing
for the 1933-34 season. The first
work-out was held Monday at 212
President Street with the girls of
the Ukrainian Club of Paterson.
The St. Nick's team has been in
existence since the 193L-2 season
while the Patersonians have just
organized. From the view point of
a spectator, both teams show
promise of exceptionally strong
opposition.
The line-up of players was as
follows:
St. Nicholas: Center — Marian
Adams, R, Forward i— Ann Slota,
L. Forward — Olga Kucha, i R.
Guard i— Olga Shafran, L. Guard
— Antoinette Potlowsky.
Ukrainian Club: Center — Rosalie Gaida, R. Forward — Mary
Fedyn, L. Forward — Jean Say,
R. Guard — Eugenia Gaida, L.
Guard — Stella Deimien.
These Clubs are registered with
the Ukrainian Youth'3 League of
North America • and are • desirous
of arranging games with any
girl's team in or outside of • the
League. Communications should
be addressed . to Marian Adams,
183 Fulton Place, Paterson, New
Jersey.

HISTORIC EVENT
Dear Editor of the • "Ukrainian
Weekly":
After reading the first two
copies of your most interesting
and inspiring, newspaper, the""Ukrainian Weekly", I couldn't possibly resist the temptation of
writing you of my personal opinion," even though humble, concerning this marvelous enterprise,
I wish to have -the privilege.; conveying to you my sincere gratitude and appreciation for the
whole-hearted effort and initiative
which you have manifested so
tentatively in managing the promulgation of this historical newspaper. I say historical because
believe it has already marked the
beginning of a new era and a new
form of renaissance among- the

Ukrainians of the younger generation.
As I read each article I began
to feel convinced that here before
us lies a proposition, a spark
ready to be kindled, an. influence
which • ought to s e t ' every American' Ukrainian
Youth
down
to thinking and realizing that
this is-.our chance to unite firmly,
literally and politically. It is,
therefore our sole duty to retain
this patriotic spirit by contributing to this paper • anything
that may be of interest to our
fellow Ukrainians. I sincerely
hope that this paper shall continue to improve in both its-size
and contributions. I wish you the
best of luck for unprecedented
success.
Respectfully yours,
Peter Hondowlcz.

UKRAINIAN YOUTHS LEAGUE OF NORTH AMERICA.
T0' THE UKRAINIAN YOUTH.
It was in 'Chicago,- Illinois, at
the Coliseum; last August, that
the youth of Ukrainian parents met.
They formed a new organization,
"The Ukrainian Youth's League
of North America," organized to
contend with the problems'Of o u r '
country. and • understand its history and traditions. The delegations came from all parts of
America and Canada. The assemblage was composed young men
and women that would be a credit to any nationality. It made you
proud to be one of them. The
queerest thing of it all was that
most of them never saw the country of their fathers, but in their
blood ran that •• same intensified
feeling and love that their parents
have and have had. They were
loyal to either America or Canada,
but what their parents taught
them, they didn't forget.
The Chicago hosts welcomed the
delegates warmly. They deserve
much credit and many thanks for
all the labor they went through
to give the Congress a good start.
The only payment and appreciation we can show would be that
all the Ukrainian Youth carry on.
They have started the ball "arolling," will it keep rolling and enlarge in the process?
Because we are the coming generation who will* some day be
leaders in our communities, we
must figure out for ourselves the
remedy for all the obstacles that
are encroaching upon what is
ours. A responsibility is placed
upon our shoulders and we must
realize t h a t we are the persons
that the people have picked to

carry on. We must prove to these
people that we can make good not
only for their sake, but for the
sake of those that they left behind.
Those unsettled political questions, the unjust treatment of our
people, the crisis that- Ukraine is
in at the present time can be remedied by a spirited organized
union of'all Ukrainians. Must we
stand for all that's been done? It
is now up to us to form the nucleus of this new strong body
with our definite objectives in
mind to act upon them' as efficiently and as quickly as possible.
The- main purpose of this article is to urge all of our youthful
organizations to come to our aid.
If we can back our youthful enthusiasm and courage with a powerful organization our problems
would certainly be solved. It is to
be admitted that we have a big
hill to climb, but with willing cooperation we can attain our goal.
Really and truly, young people—
I'm hoping you can see that we
have so much to gain and so little
to lose that even the people that
don't gamble would wager on the
percentages that are with us. We
can accomplish so much, but the
question is — Will we get your
co-operation ? i
__
The intention of the Youth's
League is to have another Youth's
Congress sometime next year. We
would like to see many new' organizations joining with us to
make our aims successful. :•
By Steven G. Dfihyliisyn,
Hamtramck, Michigan,
• Treasurer of U: Y. L.'
of N. A.

